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sailors they commemorated. The conclusion follows
maritimememorialization into the twenty-first century,
making clear the value of examining this “living tradi-
tion” to better understand maritime culture.

The Sea Their Graves is a pioneering study of a ne-
glected component of Anglo-American maritime
culture. In the best tradition of material culture stud-
ies, it offers an analysis of an object (in this case 2,182
maritime memorials) to make a broader humanistic
argument. I onlywish anappendixhadbeen included
to clearly chart the quantitative data that underly
the book’s conclusions. More important, Stewart
dared to cast a wide chronological, disciplinary, and
geographical net in an academic environment that
rewards specialization. Specialists will debate many
of his conclusions. How, for example, can there be
a “maritime mind” in light of recent scholarship that
demonstrates just how heterogeneous and parochial
Anglo-American maritime culture was during the
Age of Sail?1 Close readers will also find that the
book’s argument too often outpaces the evidencepre-
sented. But The Sea Their Graves convincingly demon-
strates the centrality of death tomaritime culture and
will become required reading for anyone interested
in Anglo-American maritime culture.

Like all good conversation starters, The Sea Their
Graves raises far more questions than it answers.
What role, for example, did the producers of mari-
timememorials have on theirmaterial form and cul-
tural meanings? How did these memorials reflect
social, cultural, and economic differences among
Anglo-American mariners? Stewart aptly concludes
with an extended discussion of future research di-
rections and suggests broadening his analysis to in-
clude the memorials of other maritime folk groups
and “the study of power relations” (213). Wherever
future scholarship sets sail, however, it will be in the
wake of The Sea Their Graves.

Jamin Wells

University of Delaware

ErikaDoss.MemorialMania: Public Feeling in America.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010. 488 pp.;
161 halftones, notes, index. $25.00.

Echoing the “statue mania” that swept through the
United States during the Gilded Age and Progres-

sive Era, the period in which we now live has seen
an explosion of public memorials for a wide variety
of causes. Noting the feverish pace withwhichAmer-
icans have marked their landscape in recent years,
Erika Doss offers a thoughtful explanation rooted
in collective psychology and identity politics.

Doss deserves our thanks for simply trying to
comprehend the sheer diversity of modern Amer-
ican memorial-making practices. Although this
well-researched book will primarily be of interest
to Doss’s fellow art historians and American Studies
scholars, it deserves a wider reading. It encompasses
everything from the temporary memorials hastily
built by the roadside at the site of traffic accidents
to the elaborately planned and exhaustively debated
complex in New York City honoring the victims of
the World Trade Center attacks of September 11,
2001. Casting her trained eye over the contempo-
rary scene, very little escapes her attention.

After chapter 1, which offers a history of the tran-
sition from “statuemania” to “memorialmania”over
the course of the twentieth century, the book is
organized according to five emotions: grief, fear,
gratitude, shame, and anger. Many of her examples
depict more than one emotion, so could fit into any
chapter, but overall the organization works. The
“grief” chapter analyzes the seemingly spontaneous
memorials that arise in the wake of tragedies such as
the murder of thirteen students at Columbine High
School in 1999. In the “fear” chapter, Doss focuses
on state-sanctioned memorials to the victims of ter-
rorist attacks such as the 1995OklahomaCity bomb-
ing and the 2001 World Trade Center attack. The
“gratitude” chapter surveys the most recent crop of
warmemorials, looking not only at the large, national
ones, such as the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in
Washington, DC, but also the more modest ones
scattered in small towns and cities across America.
“Shame” examines contemporary efforts to recog-
nize publicly the victims of past injustices such as
slavery, lynching, and the Japanese-American intern-
ment duringWorldWar II, while the “anger” chapter
largely discusses the heated conflicts between Native
Americans and whites over memorials to western
conquest.

The heart of Doss’s argument is in her subtitle—
that while earlier statues and monuments were de-
signed to communicate lofty ideas, the new memor-
ials, often built in a minimalist, modern style, offer
“experientially based memory practices” (62) de-
signed to provoke a certain feeling among the people
who experience them. Visitors to Columbine are sup-
posed to feel grief; those to the Clayton-Jackson-
McGhie lynching memorial in Duluth are directed

1 For example, David S. Cecelski, The Waterman’s Song: Slavery
and Freedom in Maritime North Carolina (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 2000); Robert Harms, The Diligent: A Voyage
Through the Worlds of the Slave Trade (New York: Basic Books, 2002);
Daniel Vickers, Young Men and the Sea: Yankee Seafarers in the Age of
Sail (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2005).
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to feel shame, while those to theWorldWar IIMemor-
ial in Washington, DC, are to feel gratitude. Doss
would be the first to admit that the problem with this
argument is that the memorial creators and the pub-
lic do not necessarily share the collective emotions
attributed to them. Short of an ethnographic study,
it’s hard to determine how visitors experience what
they see. We can assume that there is a difference be-
tween the families who are mourning loved ones at
public memorials and the strangers who are there
alongside them. While Doss does try to include evi-
dence of how the meanings of the memorials have
been communicated and understood by various
groups, overall this is a book of cultural criticism in
which readers learnasmuchaboutDoss’s likes anddis-
likes in memorials as about the ways that other Amer-
icans feel.

Throughout,Doss does anexcellent jobof explor-
ing the contested nature of American nationalism. As

she notes, throughmass and social media Americans
instantly experience and share emotions such as grief
or fear more easily than their political beliefs. Al-
though she introduces themaster narrative of “peace
throughunity”only inher last chapter,whendescribing
the new memorial landscape at Little Big Horn, it is
clear from her earlier examples that the new experi-
ential public memorials, like the old didactic ones,
are designed to give the illusion of consensus around
aparticularnational identity.WhileDoss seeks greater
complexity and expressions of ambivalence in her
memorials, the trend seems to be going the other way,
toward the simple and the obvious. If Americans are
to discover an “emotionally productive politics” (376),
it is likely that they will need to look elsewhere than
their memorials.

David Glassberg

University of Massachusetts Amherst
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